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Jake Abbott 
907-209-4198 
9325 Northland Street 
,Juneau, AK 99801 

Dear Members of the Board, 

2019-01-14 21:14:56 (GMT) 12145948578 From: Jacob Abbott 

I am writing a late conuttent in support of proposal 28, the proposal to legalize 
bear baiting near Juneau. I am the author of that proposal and would like to comment 
further on it after neaLi cimony, and read comments from the public. I would 
also like to expla_n my intent behind this to the board. 

I am an avid bow hunter, and by far one of my most favorite animals to chase is 
bears. Most of the bear in southeast Alaska ocurrs via boat. 
Unfortunately I do not have the money to a boat, and am religated to hunting 
via road "'sr;c,m Since Juneau does not have any log road svs~;c,m , it can be 
difficult to access ity areas where can effectively take 

animals. My seeks to to a means by 
which an archery hunter, or hunters who wish to engage youth in bear hunting, can 
effectively take a black bear while hunting off of the road system. 

I am adamant that the current bear baiting restrictions in regards to proximity 
of roads, buildings, etc. is sufficient based on the current regulatory scheme. 

A theme that I have seen in the comments, and from the of Fish and 
Game is that some how allowing bear will result in an increased bear 
in the Juneau area. I find the Department's stance on this troubling because in 2003 
the Board of Game in combination with the Department:. passbd resolution 2003-142-BOG 
in response to a ballot initiative to ban bear baiting statewide. In that 
resolution, the stated ''there is no evidence or data to that there 
is a correlation between bear baiting and occurrence of food-conditioned bears near 
human habitation .. " The Department's stance on this current proposal is directly in 
conflict with that statement. 

To further expand on the above. I think it is fair to say that when a bear 
discovers a food source it does not think to itself "this is human food, I should go 
in to town and more." 'I'he bear sees a good source and eats it. Much the 
same way thu.t they u.re attracted to salmon on a stream. 

Juneau's bear problem will always exist as long- as individuals do not secure 
their food sources in town. Bear baiting will. not make this any worse, and may 
actually make it better bye nctL~ny some bears. 

I believe that bear baiting can occur in Juneau, and on the road system in a 
controJled, ethica: responsible manner. I believe that the current regulations would 
eliminate nea a~l conflicts. 

I would urge the board when considering this proposal to consider that of 
this proposal was to access and means to hunters, especial hunters 
and youth, that do not have access to a boat. 

I also urge the board to consider that though there was public comment in 
opposition of this proposal, the Juneau AC, with great support, approved this 
propoRal, and during comments almost a..11 members that allow5ng benr bni 
near Juneau would probably eliminate some bear issues. 
Thank you for your considerat.ion, 

,Take Abbott 
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